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Natoora launches
'revolutionary'
new format
Natoora Counter cafe and grocery store
puts 'radically seasonal', fully traceable
fresh produce at the heart of its offer
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"beyond the four seasons" by looking more
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changing menu described as "radically

closely at nature and working with the

system at this level, tackling so many facets
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seasons at a micro level. That's to say every
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We are determined to create a better future
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under the Counter name, the company said

The company also said it wants to give

that rather than relying on processed

consumers
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different

whether it be explaining that its Sunsweet

distributors, it instead sources everything

melon is from Oscar Zerbinati in Mantua, or
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quinoa grown by Andrew in Suffolk.
Sourcing information will be made clear
throughout the store.
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